We introduce and analyze a one-dimensional quantum walk with two time-independent rotations on the coin. We study the influence on the property of quantum walk due to the second rotation on the coin. Based on the asymptotic solution in the long time limit, a ballistic behaviour of this walk is observed. This quantum walk retains the quadratic growth of the variance if the combined operator of the coin rotations is unitary. That confirms no localization exhibits in this walk. This result can be extended to the walk with multiple time-independent rotations on the coin.
Results
The unitary operator for single-step of this QW with two time-independent rotations on the coin is θ φ φ θ ( , ) = ( ) ( ). ( ) U T R R 1 n n 1 2 The two rotations on the coin shown in Fig. 1a Here a discrete-time QW is considered as a stroboscopic realization of static effective Hamiltonian, defined via the single-step evolution operator Scientific RepoRts | 6:20095 | DOI: 10.1038/srep20095
where δt is the time it takes to carry out one step and we set δ = t 1 in the followings. The evolution operator for N steps is given by
For the general rotations in Eq. (2), the effective Hamiltonian can be written as
where the quasi-energy ( Fig. 1b 
( ) n k k k n n cos n n n n k n n nn n n n k k n k n k k n n n n n k n n n n n n k k k n k k nn n n n n k n n n n n The inverse Fourier transformation is
The initial state of the walker + coin system can be written as ψ = ⊗ Φ 0 0 0 , where the original position state of the walker is
In the k basis, the evolution operator θ φ ( , ) U becomes
is a × 2 2 unitary matrix with the matrix elements At time t (the time t is proportional to the step number N), the walker + coin state evolves to
The probability for the walker to reach a position x at time t is
To determine if there is localization effect, we care more about the position variance and the dependence of the variance on time. Thus we restrict our interest to the moments of the distribution In the two rotations case, the combination operation of two rotations on the coin φ θ ( ) ( ) R R n n 1 2 shown in Eq. (11) is unitary. Thus for arbitrary choices of parameters θ and φ the position variance of the QW with two time-independent rotations on the coin grows quadratically and the behaviour of the QW is ballistic. Therefore, a second coin rotation does not change the behaviour of QW from a ballistic spread to localization.
The asymptotic analysis of the behaviour of this QW with two time-independent coin rotations can be extended to more general QW with more time-independent rotations on the coin. Once the combined operator of the multiple-rotation on the coin is unitary, the position variance grows quadratically with time and this QW shows ballistic behaviour. No localization effect occurs.
This walk is homogeneous in either spatial or temporal space. The coin rotations do not cause inhomogeneity in this walk which usually leads to interesting localization effect.
Discussion
In summary, we study the QW with two time-independent rotations on the coin through the analytical solutions for the time dependence of the position variance. The asymptotic result can be extended to the walk with multiple time-independent rotations on the coin. As long as the combination of the multi-rotations is unitary, the variance grows quadratically with time and the QW shows ballistic behaviour. No localization effect is observed in this QW. Although the fact that two topics-QWs and localization effect meet, is fascinating and opens the door to rich theoretical and experimental investigation of quantum phenomena. Thus not only the investigation on simulating localization with QWs but also the study on the limitations on localization in quantum walk are important and worthy of attention. Our research exactly gives insight into limitations on localization.
